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It All Starts with YOU 

“No product, price, economy, education or amount of money matters more than you.”  -GC 
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Pre-Tip 1 
Decide to Be GREAT 
Not even magic will make you better in sales until you decide to be great. The average sales person is average not because of a 
lack of skills but a lack of commitment.  The sales strategies I will share with you today are extremely powerful but they will not 
work without your commitment to being great.  
 
I have worked with tens of thousands of salespeople and the biggest problem 80% of them face is there is no commitment to 
greatness. The best sales strategies will not work without your willingness and commitment to greatness. Decide now to be the 
best in your industry, not just the best at your company. Quit focusing on how you compare to others around you and make a 
commitment to become the example of every salesperson in your industry.  
 
After fooling around with sales for 5 years I finally committed to becoming great at it. I quit comparing myself to those immediately 
around me and made a serious commitment to becoming great as a professional salesperson. I invested the resources, energy 
and time it took to become great. I watched video instruction, listened to audio programming and role played everyday to follow up 
my commitment. 
 
Make a public commitment now to being great and tweet the affirmation below to me @GrantCardone 
Reading this e-book Top Sales Secrets & I am Committed to GREATNESS.  
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Pre-Tip 2 
Deny Your Reality - Sell to Your Potential 
Most salespeople only sell to their existing reality, problems, economic conditions, inventory, standards set by others or their 
quota. After I made a commitment to becoming great and then following that up everyday with training, I no longer accepted a 
quota by a manager. I started looking at what I was capable of, not just what I was doing. I quit comparing myself to others and 
started getting real with myself.   
 
Let me give you an example of comparing reality to potential. People work 35 hours a week because that is their reality. The 
potential of work available is 113 hours if you sleep 8 hours a night. When you deny your reality you will quit making excuses for 
not achieving your potential. Sell to your potential and let go of all the agreed upon limitations that those around you have 
adopted.  You are not limited by inventories, economies, budgets, or any of the other endless list of excuses used by those that 
have given up on their potential.   
 
You are capable of more than you are doing, otherwise you would not be reading this right now. You have not quit, thus you know 
you can do more. So quit selling to your quota or limitations and start selling to your potential. The thing that keeps me going is 
striving to reach my full potential that is inherent in me and has always been there. If you know you can do more, you have an 
obligation to do more.  
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Pre-Tip 3 
What GREAT Sales Professionals Must Know 
Sales is a monster topic with lots of categories that you must become an expert at. I will do everything possible to make sure this 
e-book delivers 10X your expectations, but it’s not possible that you’ll get everything you need for every customer situation. There 
is no one book or recording that can cover everything you and I need to know in order to become great.  
 
Consider that every salesperson has a unique personality and then add to that that every customer interaction and customer 
personality is unique and you can see how complicated it can become. Surgery is almost less complicated for the doctor because 
he is dealing with bodies that are unconscious while the salesperson is dealing with personalities, egos, insecurities, uncertainty, 
economics, competition and more. 
 
I wish I could be with every person while they are actually in a transaction and then I could be there for you to give you guidance. 
If you ever come to my offices you will see me jump into the sales department and interact with salespeople to help them close 
deals. Because I can’t be with each of you on every deal, we created a cloud based technology whereby I could deliver solutions 
to salespeople for every situation. When we were creating this we learned how many different topics salespeople must 
understand.  Here are just a few of them. 
 

•  New to Sales 
•  Fundamentals of Selling 
•  Road to the Sale 
•  Handling Objections 
•  Negotiating Strategies 
•  Social Media and Sales 

•  Closing the Deal 
•  Follow Up for Owners 
•  Follow Up for the Unclosed 
•  Sales Manager 
•  Sales Meetings 
•  Understanding Customers 

•  Incoming Calls 
•  Outbound Calls 
•  Cold Calls 
•  Internet Response 
•  Customer Service 
•  Motivation 

Now I can be your sales coach and deliver on everyone of the topics above plus drills, scripts, rehearsing and even help you with 
closing deals. Check out the content at CardoneUniversity.com 
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Pre-Tip 4 
Commit Until Obsessed 
Since you have committed to being great at sales and know some of the categories you need to work on the thing you must do 
daily is Eat – Drink – Breathe SALES. I don’t want you drinking the Kool-Aid. It’s time you swim in it and inject it into both arms.  
You have to become obsessed with this field. I am not kidding here, this needs to become your all-in play.  I have never met a 
great salesperson that didn’t see everything he was involved in as a sale.  I talk about this in my book Sell or Be Sold. You are 
either doing the selling or being sold.   
 
The way to become obsessed is to first give yourself permission to become obsessed about something.  Then each day when you 
wake up start with setting your big time goals (check out my 10XPlanner.)  Then get some sales training each morning. Then, get 
some type of motivation on your way to work.  Download an mp3 that can sit on your devices so wherever you go you can have 
positive information being dumped into your space.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
I no longer take in any content that can in anyway interfere with where I am going and reaching my potential. This idea of 
immersion is vital to your commitment to become great.  Commit then to being obsessed about doing whatever it takes to become 
great at what you do.  And that requires more than just an idea; it requires the tools, schedule, rituals and follow through.   
 
I start each day by writing my goals, targets, and planning out each minute of the day in my 10X Planner.  I get a workout in each 
morning and then listen to something inspirational while working out and driving to my office.  I then hold a sales meeting each 
morning and role play customer situations with my sales team. On the way home I will duplicate the process in reverse ending the 
day with another workout and and writing my goals before I go to sleep.  
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TEST YOURSELF 
Have you already forgotten what you have learned?  Lets see... 
Without looking, what were the first four tips I shared with you? 
 
1.  ___________________    2. ___________________    3. ___________________    4. ___________________ 
 
If you don’t know, you don’t KNOW. Get honest with yourself. If you’ve already forgotten the pre-tips you won’t be able to use the 
strategies I am going to be sharing with you. I don’t want that and I know you don’t either.   
 
For 30 years I have been working with salespeople. I know how to ensure that you use what you learn here. By using images, 
video and audio as well as stories you will remember the information and be able to USE it tomorrow.  The information in this e-
book was taken from a 3-hour webinar I delivered with full images, video, audio and real examples. The reason people often go to 
events and then don’t use the information is not because they don’t want to but because they never have the information long 
enough to fully comprehend and work the strategies into their personality.  Sales is about certainty and if you aren’t certain you 
can’t sell.    
 
To ENSURE this doesn’t happen to you I have recorded this webinar in full video, with images, slides and specific examples and I 
am making it available for you to own and have access to for an unlimited time. You can get it from any device at any time and 
review and practice with the material. This is the entire Webinar delivered live with full video, audio, images and all examples used 
to show you how to USE this information in your business.  
 
Throughout the presentation I will continue to test you and prompt you to break the cycle of NO-CHANGE and invite you to invest 
in this powerful video webinar Top 7 Sales Secrets that I expanded to over 10 strategies. When you apply them, you will 10X your 
business. If you don’t want to forget this material and are committed to becoming GREAT at sales then go to 
www.TopSalesSecrets.com/Webinar and get YOUR full access. Use Promo Code IAMGREAT for a reduced rate. 
 
This is an amazing way for you to NEVER forget what you learn here. Do it now!  gc 
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The answers from the first slides: 
•  Decide to Be GREAT 
•  Sell to Your Potential Not Your Reality 
•  What Great Sales Professionals Must Know 
•  Commit Until Obsessed 

Stop the forgetting - invest in your commitment to GREATNESS 
and start selling to your potential by knowing what ALL great 
salespeople must know and then use that information to commit 
until you are Obsessed with getting the results YOU deserve. 
 

Go to TopSalesSecrets.com/webinar 

Offered at $249. Use Promo Code IAMGREAT for a special price of $199 
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Sales Secret 1 
Understanding Rejection 
Rejection is that thing responsible for the death of more sales careers and entrepreneurs than probably anything else.  How many 
times has someone said to me, “I can’t do sales because I don’t like rejection.”  Every time I hear this from someone I think to 
myself, just living on planet earth is going to be problematic for that person.  Your entire life you have experienced rejections and 
to be successful at sales or in business or just in life you better get your head wrapped around this topic. 
 
After 30 years of working with salespeople I have come to understand something very important about this topic.  Rejection is not 
what you think it is. Rejection is not an emotion but that thing experienced by those that don’t have enough in their pipeline.   
Rejection is actually an indication that your business model is broken. What I mean is the reason you have this emotional 
response of disappointment is not because of the obvious outcome or non-outcome in front of you, but the unconscious realization 
that something about what you are doing is broken. 

The fact that the customer says no and doesn’t buy is not a reason to be upset, unless of 
course you don’t have any more customers in your pipeline.   If the customer says no and 
there are four more people waiting to buy from you, you may actually find relief and 
satisfaction that you can move onto those that are able and willing to do business with you.   
Going forward, I want you to understand that when you experience rejection it is an 
indication that you have moved away from a scene that is good for you and have become 
too dependent upon too little. 

“Have so much going on that no one disappointment can any longer disappoint you.” -GC 
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Sales Secret 2 
The Buyers Insistence ‘Tell’ 
When the buyer adamantly and aggressively insists that they will not do something, it is an indication that they will in fact do that 
exact thing they suggest they will not. In fact, the more the buyer insists they will not, the more likely they will. 
 
I wish I had a buck for every buyer that has said they would not buy, would not exceed a budget or won’t do this or that.  When I 
realized that these were ‘tells’ of what a prospect would do, I started making sales that had previously escaped me.  I remember a 
prospect once forcibly repeated to me while I was trying to get an appointment to see him, “WE DON’T HAVE THE BUDGET!” 
 
I insisted on getting in front of him as much as he insisted he wouldn’t buy and when I finally did get in front of him, not only did he 
find the budget, he exceeded what I thought he could do.    
 
Think about how many times you scream at your kids, “don’t ask me again” and then they do, and you give in.  How about the 
gambler who says “this is my last bet” who then makes another wager.  When the buyer takes a strong position in the negotiations 
and they adamantly repeat themselves about this position, consider this a tell as to some weakness they are experiencing.  In 
poker when the player across from you acts strong they, in fact, may be weak. 
 
I have been involved in very complex negotiations that became extremely emotional when they should not have and I have been 
on both sides of this phenomenon.  I have watched someone get highly enraged saying what they would not do and then doing it 
and reversing the roles taking a strong position myself, knowing it was nothing more than a negotiating tactic.  

“The more the buyer insist they won’t the more likely they will.”  -GC 
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Sales Secret 3 
Always Always Always Agree 
No matter what the buyer says, states or demands, you should under no circumstance, ever disagree or make the buyer wrong or suggest their 
request is impossible.   This simple strategy is very powerful and will save you lots of sales once you perfect it. 
 
The old saying, the customer is never wrong is not true. In fact, often the customer is wrong; sometimes they even lie, but that doesn’t mean 
you should call them out.   When you tell someone you can’t, you won’t, you’re not allowed to or that’s impossible, you only cause this 
customer to become more dug in on their position and you make it more difficult to come to agreement. 
 
Train, drill and rehearse avoiding all variations of no, not, never, can’t and won’t.  My cloud-based sales university, CardoneUniversity.com 
actually has built in drills to make sure you get this handled and quit blowing deals. Any and all variations of no and can’t must be eliminated 
from your vocabulary. 
 
Now when you hear this you may think, “I don’t want to mislead the customer and I am not going to over promise and then be unable to 
deliver.”  The problem here is when you tell someone early on you are unable to do something because you are “so honest’” you just eliminated 
any chance of being able to do anything for the customer. Try this when a customer asks for the impossible, “I never say no until I have to – if 
that is possible, there is no better place for you to be.” 
 
Role play this law of selling until you no longer get into confrontations with your buyer and make them more difficult than they already are.  
Perfect “no problem, happy to, my pleasure, exactly what I am thinking, done, you got it” and then learn how to negotiate from a place of 
agreement.  This does not mean that you simply lay down and give the buyer everything they want,  It means you use the agreement to keep 
the negotiations loose enough to be negotiated.    
 
I was recently negotiating a $65 million dollar purchase when the seller said they would not negotiate price under any conditions. I agreed with 
the seller and suggested that I thought the price was fair and was willing to pay that price based on all the information provided me.  I went on 
to say at any point where I am unable to make sense of the price in our due diligence I commit to you that I will not renegotiate the price.  Three 
weeks into negotiations I called the seller and, true to my word, I told him because of what we found I was going to have to withdraw my offer 
and because I gave him my word not to renegotiate, I wouldn’t.  He then asked if they could lower the price for me to close. 
 
Just because this is simple do not underestimate the time and energy necessary to get GREAT at it. 

“It is almost impossible to get agreement with disagreement.” -GC 
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Always Always Always Agree 

a·gree   
Verb 
 
To have the same opinion about something; concur. 
 
“I completely agree with you!”   
“You are right.” 
“I have said the exact same thing.” 

“If you are trying to be right then don’t be in sales.” -GC 
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How much have you forgotten? If you don’t remember you 
won’t use it.  It is said that 90% of all content is lost in 
the first moments. Let’s find out.  Without looking at 
earlier slides answer this question 
 
What did I say in the third slide you should sell to? 
 
What does it mean when you experience the emotion of rejection? 
 
What is the first rule of Selling that should never be violated?   
 
When the buyer is adamant that they will NOT do something what does this suggest? 
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The real world will not allow you to go back and look up the 
answers.  In the real world you will be punished for not knowing 
the right answers at that moment. The mother of all learning is 
REPETITION and the number of times you are able to repeat this 
information is what will ensure you KNOW the information and 
make it your own. 
For full access to video and audio as well as all slides in multimedia for your consumption on all your devices, I created a never 
before seen Webinar so that you would never forget how to use this material.  It is edited into chapters so you can easily review 
what you need when you need it.  
 
“I got Grant’s Webinar, The 7 Sales Secrets on my phone and made a $75,000 sale the same week.”  
Quit forgetting and start getting what your due - more confidence, more money and more business!  

Go to TopSalesSecrets.com/webinar 

Offered at $249. Use Promo Code IAMGREAT for a special price of $199 
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Sales Secret 4 
Show A Proposal To Every Customer 
Seventy two percent of all salespeople never present a proposal to their customer and consider that eighty seven percent of all 
salespeople miss their quota.  Simply increase the number of people you show a written proposal to and you will close more 
deals.   Interestingly enough, I have found that if a customer is not presented any form of a proposal, it is quite difficult for them to 
purchase anything… sarcasm intended. 
 
My company is often hired by corporations to help collect data for sales statistics and case studies.  Most recently,  a Fortune 500 
company and found that over 70% of all presentations ended with a salesperson greeting the customer, presenting the product 
and then never presenting a financial proposal.  
 
No matter what stage your buyer or prospect is at, you should always present every prospect with a written proposal.   
I have worked in industries from appliances to automotive, construction to consulting and real estate to … and I have yet to see an 
industry where this didn’t apply. Start presenting figures to EVERY prospect, EVERY time, no exception. I don’t care what the 
situation is, present figures.  Without a proposal of figures, there can be no close. 

“100% of those you don’t present to will not buy.” -GC 
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“Excuses for not creating a proposal are not a reason 
to not present a proposal.” 

Commonly used excuses for not presenting 
a proposal: 
 
1.  Not ready 
2.  Not committed 
3.  Both decision makers not available 
4.  Still shopping  
5.  Other opportunities 
6.  Financing not arranged 
7.  Inventory not in stock 
8.  Wasting my time  
9.  End of my shift 
 

“If you are trying to be right then don’t be in sales.” -GC 
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Sales Secret 5 
Third Party Touch 
Use third parties to improve your position with the buyer and learn things otherwise not uncovered.  Put your manager to work on 
every customer by having the manager or third party touch your customer.   
 
Having another person touch your customer takes the relationship with you and your company to another level.  This is often 
ignored by salespeople that have egos bigger than paychecks.  Using third party touches can turn a prospect into a customer.  As 
a young salesperson in retail, I made it a habit to use a third party to speak to the customer to ensure that I actually had secured 
the sale or to help assist me in moving the sale to a close.  Even when I thought I was successful with a customer and had closed 
a sale I would get management involved. This involvement with seniors didn’t make me look weak it made me look strong.  
 
This gives a customer service touch, buys a tad more time with the customer, and gives the customer the idea that there is more 
than just one person in the organization interested in earning their business.  A third party touch can be a phone call, an email or a 
personal visit.   
 
As the owner of the company I still do this when a customer is dealing with our organization whenever possible. At times it is just 
to thank a prospective customer for the opportunity to work with them and other times it is to close the deal. This speaks volumes 
to your customers that your organization cares for every client and management is willing to get involved whenever possible to 
ensure the highest level of customer satisfaction. 
 

“If you don’t have always, you’ll end up with nevers.” -GC 
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Use a Third Party to Seal the Deal 

Have another party or multiple parties touch 
every prospect, customer, buyer and non-buyer. 
 
A few situations you can use Third Party Touch  
•  Touch early 
•  Touch during 
•  Touch in the close 
•  Touch on the exit 
•  Touch in follow up 
•  Secure appointment 
•  Email response 
 

“If you don’t have always, you’ll end up with nevers.” -GC 
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So what do you think so far? 
 
I’ve given you information that will be worth at least a $100,000 in income to you and we are just scratching the surface. The most 
successful people I know spend less time thinking and more time acting so I know that some of you have already seen enough to 
make a decision on this offer. 
 
Sign up now to get access to the unabridged, unedited raw video webinar of me covering these concepts and more live.  
 
This 2.5 hour webinar is guaranteed to be the biggest difference maker for you, your business and your income in 2015. 
 
 

 
Go to TopSalesSecrets.com/webinar 

Offered at $249. Use Promo Code IAMGREAT for a special price of $199 
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Sales Secret 6 
Always Provide Options 
People love options and you should always provide your buyer with options, even when it appears that your buyer is committed to 
what you have in front of them!  Presenting an option will help them view you in a more consultative role as well as open the door 
to use inventory / packages / offerings as a way to negotiate instead of using price.  When you offer a proposal, make sure you 
always give the buyer two other options on both sides of the target offer.   
 
One additional option should be something that would include less product or service that may or may not solve the customer’s 
communicated problem. The primary goal of doing this is to help the buyer see more value in the initial proposed solution.  
 
The other additional option should always be a move up or a more expensive or comprehensive alternative to your main proposal. 
This will likewise either help the prospect see more value in the primary proposal or, better yet, show them that the next level up 
may be an even more appropriate solution to their problem. 
 
Never present one proposal to a customer NO matter what. The only reason you won’t offer options is because you are a scared 
closer.  Trust me, when you can’t trust yourself – offer the option.  
 

A = Customer Request 
B = Higher  
C = Lower  

“The best way to make sense of ‘too much’ is to show them something that is too much.” -GC 
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Sales Secret 7 
The Second Sale 
The Second sale is the most often missed and cost effective opportunity for any company.  After consummating the first sale there 
is a very precise time when the buyer becomes susceptible to another sales.  The second sale is the easiest money you will ever 
make and a tremendous way to increase customer loyalty and repeat business.   
 
Almost 96% of salespeople never attempt a second sale because they are so happy just to make the first one and believe 
incorrectly that the buyer is out of money. The reality is the buyer almost never gives you or anyone ALL the money they have and 
will spend more money to support the first purchase. The psychological evidence is everywhere; you see customers making 
second and third purchases after the first purchase.   In many cases the customer went over budget on the first purchase and then 
continued to go further ‘over budget’ again and again.  The second purchase phenomenon takes place as the customer makes 
multiple follow up investments to validate the initial purchase decision.  
 
The properly trained sales team with an effective sales process in place can utilize this second sale strategy to increase sales with 
15-20% of customers, thereby increasing sales with no increased cost to sell.  The opportunity for second sales is strong, as 
rapport has already been built, the client is already comfortable with you and they trust you as the expert.  
 
The single best way to increase customer loyalty is to cover up your customer in your product and brand. If you believe in your 
product, your company and in yourself, it stands to reason that the more of your product the customer has, the more they stand to 
benefit from its use. Now that you understand the opportunity with the second sale it is important to understand how to ask for it. 
Beware! If not properly executed not only will you not secure the second sale, you also run the risk of losing the initial purchase. 
So in terms of actually executing the offering of the second sale remember, it’s all about timing. When asking for the second sale it 
is vital to first secure the initial purchase. The first purchase must be done, finished, sold and complete prior to offering the second 
sale. 
 
If you want to dramatically increase sales volume and deal profitability immediately add the second sale offering to every pitch. 

“Every buyer will give you more money, no exception.” -GC 
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Ok, so after only 7 tips how much have you 
forgotten?  This is only seven simple strategies.  
Can you write them down without looking? 
Bet you can’t. 
 
1) 
2)  
3) 
4)  
5)  
6)  
7) 
 
I am not trying to make you smart and looking back and copying the information in this e-book won’t make you more money.  The 
point is, we all forget.  You need to see it again; watch it in full video, have it available on your phone, tablet and your computer.  
Swim in the Kool-Aid, don’t drink it - immerse yourself.  That’s what the GREATs do… ALL IN IMMERSION.   
 
That’s why I created this Webinar in full multimedia presentation, including video and slides. 
 
“I got Grant’s Webinar 7 Top Sales Secrets and have listened to it with my team multiple times. We continue to get something new 
from it each time and has increased our sales 20%.” 
 

Go to TopSalesSecrets.com/webinar 
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Sales Secret 8 - BONUS 
Instant Follow-Up 
Consider that forty eight percent of all salespeople never follow 
up and that 64% of companies admit they do not have any 
organized way to nurture a lead and you will see follow up is a 
massive opportunity.   
 
Then add to that the average company takes almost seventy 
two hours to follow up a lead. Now think with this by contacting 
a customer in the first five to ten minutes your chances of 
contacting the customer increases 900 times.  Text them in the 
first five minutes and your chances of closing them increases 
50X. 

“Follow up your customer until one of you dies.” -GC 

Follow Up Magic 
 
•  Text Text Text 
•  Call 
•  Email 
•  Mail 
•  Personal Visit 

Learn How to Text and Close 
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Sales Secret 9 - BONUS 
Decision Phenomenon 

“Any decision is better than no decision.” -GC 

The buyer decides to take action before he/she agrees to take action, and long before you even get involved with the customer.   
This is an amazing phenomenon, and once you get your head wrapped around it, it will help you increase your sales. I know 
veteran salespeople that are unable to wrap their head around this and spend more time selling than necessary. Remember, you 
don’t get paid to sell, talk or present, you get paid to close. 
 
Understand what I am saying -  your customer makes a decision to buy and you don’t have anything to do with it, except to know 
when they have made a decision to purchase. The way to do that is ask, “have you seen enough to make a decision?”  Or you 
could tell them prior to the presentation, “if at any point you have seen enough to make a decision just let me know and I will write 
it up for you.”  
 
Consider the possibility that you are actually slowing the customer down from buying when you go on and on presenting.  I was 
recently in a presentation with a buddy of mine who makes upward of $20 million in sales per year.  While he was presenting his 
product to a customer of mine I interrupted him and asked, “have you seen enough to justify the price of John’s product?” The 
customer said no and I told John to continue. John showed another feature and I asked the same question again, “have you seen 
enough to make a decision?”    
 
Try it and tweet me. I will retweet you when I see this “@grantcardone – is one bad sales dude!”  
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What’s Your Decision Phenomenon? 
 
Have you seen enough to make a decision? Yeah that’s right I am using these techniques on YOU. It’s time to apply what you 
have heard here and make a decision. If you are going to be a GREAT salesperson and truly become the best in your industry it’s 
not just about strategies. They are important, but you must work at it everyday.  
 
It’s not enough to get inspired; you must stay inspired. When you purchase this webinar it is yours to keep, available 24/7 from any 
connected device. This information is not taught in schools or even top colleges. This is real world data that will have immediate 
impact on your ability to go out into the marketplace, identify the target and close the deal down. 
 
Are you tired of selling to your reality? Are you tired of average? Are you ready to become the best of the best? I hope so and I 
want you to use this webinar as a catalyst to unleash the greatness inside of you. 
 

Go to TopSalesSecrets.com/webinar 

Offered at $249. Use Promo Code IAMGREAT for a special price of $199 



Get Unlimited Access to Grant Cardone’s FULL video webinar. Go to: 

www.TopSalesSecrets.com/webinar 

Recommended Training for Sales Professionals 

An On-Demand 24/7 virtual tool that provides solutions for every situation you will ever face in sales. 

CardoneUniversity.com 


